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Series 1: Published Materials and Research
This series contains bound monographs, followed by bound articles, unbound articles, and audio recordings of lectures by Raymond B. Cattell, and finally two bibliographic reference guides by the Institute of Personality and Ability Testing (IPAT). The section for bound monographs/novel is arranged by Cattell’s volume number (Note: Cattell’s volume number do not necessarily correspond to publication date); books without volume number are arranged chronologically at the end. The bound articles are arranged by volume number, while unbound articles are arranged chronologically. The audio recordings are arranged by volume number. The bibliographic reference guides are placed at the end of the series and arranged by their volume number.

Box 1

Bound Monographs/ Novel (Volume 15 is missing)
1. Vol. 1, Ernst Kretschmer (introduction and translated by Raymond Cattell), Psychology of Men of Genius (1931)
2. Vol. 2, Raymond Cattell, Psychology and Social Progress: Mankind and Destiny from the Standpoint of a Scientist (1933)
3. Vol. 3, Raymond Cattell, Your Mind and Mine: An Account of Psychology for the Inquiring Layman and the Prospective Student (1934)
5. Vol. 5, Raymond Cattell (with forwards by Lord Horder, Major Darwin, and F. P. Armitage), The Fight for Our National Intelligence (1937)
6. Vol. 6, Raymond Cattell, Under Sail through Red Devon, being the Log of the Voyage of “Sandpiper” (1937, a novel)
9. Vol. 9, Raymond Cattell, Crooked Personalities in Childhood and After: An Introduction to Psychotherapy (1940)
10. Vol. 10, Raymond Cattell, General Psychology (1941)
11. Vol. 11, Raymond Cattell, Description and Measurement of Personality (1946)
12. Vol. 12, Raymond Cattell, Personality: A Systematic Theoretical and Factual Study (1950)
13. Vol. 13, Raymond Cattell, An Introduction to Personality Study (1950)
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Box 1
Bound Monograph/Novel

Box 2
Bound Monographs/Novel
6. Vol. 27, Raymond Cattell and Glen F. Stice, *The Dimensions of Groups and Their Relations to the Behavior of Members: A Large Scale Experimental Study and a Theoretical Model* (1953-1960)
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Box 2
Bound Monographs/Novel

Box 3
Bound Articles (volume 1 missing)

Box 4
Bound Articles

Box 5
Unbound Articles
2. Reprints, 1947-1948  
3. Reprints, 1950-1953  
4. Reprints, 1954-1955  
5. Reprints, 1959  
6. Reprints, 1961  
7. Reprints, 1962  
8. Reprints, 1963  
9. Reprints, 1964  
10. Reprints, 1965  
11. Reprints, 1966  
12. Reprints, 1967  
13. Reprints, 1968  
14. Reprints, 1969  
15. Reprints, 1970  
16. Reprints, 1971  
17. Reprints, 1972  
18. Reprints, 1973  
19. Reprints, 1974  
20. Reprints, 1975  
21. Reprints, 1976
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Box 5
Unbound Articles
22. Reprints, 1977
23. Reprints, 1978
24. Reprints, 1979
25. Reprints, 1980

Recordings of Lectures and Seminars (all recordings are 5” acetate reels, Scotch brand magnetic tape)
28. Sound Seminars, “Theory and Method in Personality Research (143),” undated; and “Measuring Personality by Structurally Defined Factors (144),” undated
29. Sound Seminars, “Measuring Personality by Structurally Defined Factors (144),” undated; and “The Dynamic Calculus of Personality (145),” undated
30. Sound Seminars, “Group Dynamics and the Measurement of Group Characters (146),” undated; and “The Psychological Measurement of Culture Patterns (147),” undated

Box 6
Bound Bibliographic References